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Abstract The problem of the synthesis of time bounds enforcing good properties for reactive systems has been much studied in the literature. These
works mainly rely on dioid algebra theory and require important restrictions
on the structure of the model (notably by restricting to timed event graphs).
In this paper, we address the problems of existence and synthesis of shrinkings of the bounds of the time intervals of a time Petri net, such that a given
property is verified. We show that this problem is decidable for CTL properties on bounded time Petri nets. We then propose a symbolic algorithm based
on the state class graph for a fragment of CTL. If the desired property “includes” k-boundedness, the proposed algorithm terminates even if the net is
unbounded. A prototype has been implemented in our tool Romeo and the
method is illustrated on a small case study from the literature.
Keywords Time Petri nets, time interval shrinking, model-checking,
state-class graph.
1 Introduction
Production control problems in manufacturing are often modeled as Discrete
Event System (DES) control problems and Petri nets are widely used to tackle
such kind of control problems (Cassandras and Lafortune 1992; Li and Zhou
2009).
Some production systems are subject to strict time constraints in the duration of some particular tasks in their manufacturing process such as chemical
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or thermal treatment. These types of duration constraints that are to be taken
into account appear for example in finishing (Spacek et al 1999; Manier and
Bloch 2003; Bloch et al 2010), or in semi-conductor manufacturing (Kim and
Lee 2003; Lee 2008; Wu et al 2008, 2011).
The management of automated production systems involves also the management of transportation facilities in workshops. Indeed, when parts transportation is handled by a fleet of Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV), the
allocation of segments of the transportation path is yet another problem of
constraint set to be taken into account (Park et al 2002). Maza and Castagna
(2005), has transformed this problem in a time window allocation problem.
Achour and Rezg (2007) also pointed out that temporal specifications
should be taken into account in the modeling and the control of industrial
processes. They introduced Time Floating General Mutual Exclusion Constraints (TFGMEC), i.e. GMEC (Giua et al 1992) defined on a time interval.
Together with the model of the plant (a Petri net), they define a global clock
with the help of a p-timed Petri net to model the time intervals. Their approach consists therefore in avoiding forbidden states by adding some control
places to the initial Petri net that models the plant.
Beyond the scope of manufacturing applications, one can cite the work
of Houssin et al (2007) and the work of Katz (2007) that concern similar
constraints set on transportation systems. Theses studies assume that an a
priori schedule has been determined, providing a Timed Event Graph (TEG)
to model the dynamic behavior of the system. The problem finally turns to the
synthesis of a controller which is also a TEG, the controller synthesis consists
in adding control places to the original TEG.
In the pioneer work of Berthomieu and Diaz (1991) on Time Petri nets to
analyze DES subject to sojourn time constraints, the problem was formulated
as a verification problem. More recently, in Bonhomme et al (2001) and Gardey
et al (2006), this class of Petri net has been also used to tackle problems of
control law synthesis to guaranty the meeting of temporal constraints. In these
works, it is assumed that some inputs of the process are controllable (Holloway
et al 1997).
Control, Model-checking, Interval Shrinking
The problem of verification, also known as model-checking, for a given system
S and a given set of specifications φ, consists in verifying that S satisfies
specifications φ. It is denoted S |= φ. In a control problem, one assumes that one
may restrict the behavior of S: some events of S are supposed to be controllable
and therefore one can prevent or delay their occurrence. Hence, one intends
to answer the question: is there a controller C such that S × C |= φ ? One
aggregates to this problem of existence the problem of controller synthesis for
which one computes C. These problems may be treated with discrete, timed
or hybrids models. The interval shrinking problem is more specific: given a
model of a timed system S, containing a set of controllable events Tr subject
to a time interval constraint, is there a shrinking of these time intervals (let
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J(S, Tr )Kc denote the resulting model of this shrinking operation) such that
J(S, Tr )Kc |= ϕ ? Again, one aggregates to this problem of existence the problem
of synthesis for which one computes the whole set of admissible shrinkings.
Related works
The works done in the framework of TEG to meet temporal constraints are
closely related to the interval shrinking problem presented in this article. In
Amari et al (2005), the problem is formulated using (min, +) algebra, assuming
all delays in the TEG are integers, authors give a set of inequalities that specify
the temporal constraints and they propose a method to synthesize a supervisor
which guaranties that all constraints are respected. In Atto et al (2011), a
method based on (max, +) algebra is applied to control an industrial plant
dedicated to the production of rubber parts for the automotive industry. In
Spacek et al (1999), authors propose a method that use (min, max, +) algebra,
they apply their results on an electroplating finishing process. Finally, Kim and
Lee (2003) propose to apply a strategy that lead to a periodic scheduling to
control a cluster-tool for the semi-conductor industry. Their work is based on
(max, +) algebra.
In the works cited above, whenever the control problem admits a solution,
authors give a set of delays to assign to control places that are added to the
original TEG in order to comply with the desired behavior. Hence the behavior
of the controlled systems is restricted.
Another way to handle the interval shrinking problem is to use the parametric model-checking approach. Alur et al (1993) have introduced Parametric
Timed Automata (PTA) and they have proved that in general, the existence
of particular values to be taken for the parameters of a PTA in order to verify
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dioid algebras related to interval shrinking problem. Assuming the sequence of
resources use is not a priori determined, one can consider all possible trajectories, the control would disable those that would lead to constraints violation.
The problem is tackled here using a Time Petri net to model the process. The
existence of a control law that guaranty the meeting of temporal constraints is
translated into the existence of a set of interval shrinkings on the Time Petri
net, without modification of its structure. It is shown that the interval shrinking problem is decidable for CTL properties on bounded Time Petri nets. A
symbolic algorithm based on the state class graph is proposed for a fragment
of CTL. If the property that is to be verified “includes” the k-boundedness of
the net, then our algorithm terminates even if the initial net is unbounded. A
prototype has been implemented in the tool Romeo.
Outline of the paper
Section 2 introduces the definitions and concepts used in the work. In section 3,
the problem of interval shrinking is presented. Section 4 details the extension
of the state class graph used to compute the shrinkings and section 5 presents
explicitly the computation of the shrinkings. Finally, section 6 present the
implementation in the tool Romeo and our method is applied to a case-study.
2 Definitions
Notations. Let B A denote the set of mappings from A to B. If A is finite,
and |A| = n, an element of B A is also a vector in B n . Operators {+, −, <, =}
on vectors of An , with A = N, Q, R, are the pointwise extensions of their scalar
definition in A. We call valuation of a set of n elements B a mapping ν from B
to A. This mapping may be represented by a vector of An , therefore νi denotes
the ith component of ν. 0 denotes the valuation such that ∀i ∈ [1..n], 0i = 0.
B = {true, false} represent the booleans values true and false.
Consider a valuation ν ∈ An and d ∈ A, hence ν + d is the valuation
(vector) such that ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, (ν + d)i = νi + d, and for A′ ⊆ A, ν[A′ 7→ 0] is
the valuation ν ′ such that ν ′ (x) = 0 for x ∈ A′ and ν ′ (x) = ν(x) otherwise.
2.1 Time Petri nets
Time Petri nets (TPN ), introduced in Merlin (1974), are an extension of autonomous Petri nets with time constraints on transition firings. Syntactically,
for this model, a firing interval is associated with a transition but time can
also be considered relative to places or arcs. See Boyer and Roux (2008) for a
survey and a comparison of the expressiveness of these variants.
Definition 1 (Time Petri net) A Time Petri net N is a tuple (P, T,• (.), (.)• ,
M0 , (α, β)) where P = {p1 , · · · , pm } is a finite set of places, T = {t1 , · · · , tn }
is a finite set of transitions, •(.) ∈ (NP )T is the backward incidence mapping,
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(.)• ∈ (NP )T the forward incidence mapping, M0 ∈ NP the initial marking,
α ∈ (N)T and β ∈ (N ∪ {∞})T are mappings referring respectively to the
earliest and latest firing times i.e. lower and upper bounds of the firing time
interval.
A marking M of a TPN is a mapping in NP and if M ∈ NP , M (pi ) is the
number of tokens in place pi . A transition t is newly enabled by a marking
M iff M ≥• t. ↑ enabled(tk , M, ti ) ∈ B is true if tk is enabled by the firing of
transition ti from marking M , otherwise it is false. This definition of enableness
is based on the one given in Berthomieu and Diaz (1991), the most common
one. In this framework, a transition tk is newly enabled from a marking M if it
is not enabled by M −• ti and it is enabled by M ′ = M −• ti + t•i , (Berthomieu
and Diaz 1991). Furthermore, transition tk is also newly enabled by its own
firing. Formally it gives:


↑ enabled(tk , M, ti ) = M −• ti + t•i ≥• tk ∧ (M −• ti <• tk ) ∨ (tk = ti ) (1)

The semantics of TPNs can be given in term of Timed Transition Systems
(TTS)(Larsen et al 1995) which are usual transition systems with two types
of labels: discrete labels for events and positive real labels for time elapsing.

Definition 2 (Semantics of TPNs) The semantics of a TPN N = (P, T,• (.),
(.)• , M0 , (α, β)) is a timed transition system SN = (Q, q0 , →) where:
n

– Q = NP × (R≥0 ) , with n =| T |; ν ∈ (R≥0 )n is a valuation such that νi
represents the elapsed time since the ultimate enabling of ti .
– q0 = (M0 , 0),
– −→∈ Q × (T ∪ R≥0 ) × Q is the transition relation composed of discrete and
continuous transitions:
– the discrete transition relation is defined by:

M ≥• ti ∧ M ′ = M −• ti + t•i



α(t ) ≤ ν ≤ β(t )
i ( i
i
ti
→ (M ′ , ν ′ ) iff
∀ti ∈ T, (M, ν) −

0
if
↑
enabled(tk , M, ti ),


νk′ =
νk otherwize.

– the continuous transition relation is defined by:
ǫ(d)

′

∀d ∈ R≥0 , (M, ν) −−→ (M, ν ) iff

(

ν′ = ν + d

∀k ∈ [1..n], M ≥• tk =⇒ νk′ ≤ β(tk )

A run of a TPN N is a path in SN starting from q0 .
σ
A marking M is reachable in N iff there exists a run (M0 , 0) =⇒ (M, ν)
in SN . The set of reachable markings from N is denoted Reach(N ). If the set
Reach(N ) is finite, the net N is bounded.
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2.2 CTL for TPNs
In section 5, only a fragment of CTL formula is considered but we recall the
grammar of CTL in the context of TPNs.
Definition 3 (CTL for TPN ) The CTL grammar is:
CT L ::= P | ¬ϕ | ∃Xϕ | ∀Xϕ | ϕ ∧ ψ | ∃ϕUψ | ∀ϕUψ
such that ϕ, ψ ∈ CT L, P ∈ GM EC where GMEC is the set of Generalized
Mutual Exclusion Constraints (Giua et al 1992)
Pm i.e. the conjunction or disjunction of boolen evaluation of constraints: ( i=1 ai ∗ M (pi )) ⊲⊳ c where ai ∈ Z,
M is a marking, pi ∈ P , ⊲⊳ ∈ {<, ≤, =, >, ≥}.

CTL formula are interpreted on the states of a model M = (SN , V), such
that SN is the state space of TPN N and V : SN → 2P R is a mapping that
evaluates the marking of a state as follows: V(q) = {P ∈ P R | P(M ) = true}.
Being given a model M = (SN , V), a proposition of makings P ∈ P R and
a state q = (M, I) ∈ SN , we use the notation M |= P if P ∈ V(q) and M 6|= P
if P ∈
/ V(q).
Finally, a TPN N satisfies a CTL formula ϕ, which is denoted N |= ϕ, if
and only if q0 |= ϕ (with q0 ∈ SN , the initial state of N ) .
3 The problem of time interval shrinking
The problem of model-checking consists in verifying that a model N satisfies
to a property ϕ expressed in a particular logic. It is formally denoted N |= ϕ.
The answer to this problem is either true or false.
We are interested in the problem of shrinking synthesis of time intervals of
a subset of transitions of a Petri net such that a particular property is verified.
Definition 4 (Shrinking of a TPN ) Considering a Time Petri net N =
(P, T,• (.), (.)• , M0 , (α, β)) and a set of transitions Tr ⊆ {t ∈ T | β(t) 6= ∞}, a
shrinking of N on Tr is a Petri net J(N , Tr )Kc = (P, T,• (.), (.)• , M0 , (αc , β c ))
such that:
(
αc (t) = α(t)
∀t ∈ T \ Tr ,
and ∀t ∈ Tr , α(t) ≤ αc (t) ≤ β c (t) ≤ β(t)
β c (t) = β(t)
In the sequel, this shrinking will be described only by the valuation c =
{αc (t), β c (t) | t ∈ Tr } ∈ (N × N)Tr of Tr interval bounds.
The constraint αc (t) ≤ β c (t) implies that no interval can be made empty
as a result of shrinking. This ensures that shrinking intervals introduces no
new deadlock in the system.
Definition 5 (Shrinkings set of a TPN with respect to a property)
Considering a Time Petri net N = (P, T,• (.), (.)• , M0 , (α, β)), a set of transitions Tr ⊆ {t ∈ T | β(t) 6= ∞}, and a property ϕ, the set of shrinkings of N
on Tr with respect to ϕ is the set χ(N , Tr , ϕ) such that:
∀c ∈ χ(N , Tr , ϕ), J(N , Tr )Kc |= ϕ
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Definition 6 (Existence and synthesis of shrinkings of a TPN : SSPϕ )
Considering a Time Petri net N = (P, T,• (.), (.)• , M0 , (α, β)), a set of transitions Tr ⊆ {t ∈ T | β(t) 6= ∞}, and a property ϕ, the problem of existence of
a shrinking and the synthesis of the set of shrinkings of N on Tr with respect
to ϕ is to determine the set χ(N , Tr , ϕ). The existence of a shrinking is given
by χ(N , Tr , ϕ) 6= ∅. These two problems are gathered and denoted SSPϕ .
Theorem 1 (SSPCT L is decidable for bounded TPN ) Considering a
bounded Time Petri net N = (P, T,• (.), (.)• , M0 , (α, β)), a set of transitions
Tr ⊆ {t ∈ T | β(t) 6= ∞}, and a CTL property ϕ, the problem of existence of
a shrinking and the synthesis of the set of shrinkings χ(N , Tr , ϕ) is decidable.
Proof The verification of a CTL property ϕ on a bounded TPN is decidable
by building the graph of atomic classes Berthomieu and Vernadat (2003). As a
consequence, for a particular shrinking c of N the verification of J(N , Tr )Kc |=
ϕ is decidable. Furthermore, the interval bounds of transitions Tr are in
N, hence the set of possible shrinkings χ(N , Tr , true) on N is finite. The
set χ(N , Tr , ϕ) may therefore be obtained by the iterative calculus ∀c ∈
χ(N , Tr , true) of the set:
χ(N , Tr , ϕ) = {c ∈ χ(N , Tr , true) | J(N , Tr )Kc |= ϕ}

4 Graph of Shrinkable State Classes
As a first step, we intend to compute the state space of a Petri net N =
(P, T,• (.), (.)• , M0 , (α, β)) assuming the transitions subset Tr is given. Time
bounds of transitions in Tr may be constrained.
The number of states of a TPN in dense time is potentially infinite. Different abstractions of the state space of a TPN have been proposed in the literature (Berthomieu and Diaz 1991; Berthomieu and Vernadat 2003; Boucheneb
et al 2009).
In the present work we adopt the concept of state class graph proposed in
Berthomieu and Diaz (1991). A state class (M, D) refers to a marking M and a
time domain D which is represented by a set of inequalities. Unlike for regions
or zones, the variables used in state classes are not clocks, instead they are
enabled transition firing time intervals. The graph of state classes preserves
the markings and the untimed language of the state space. Therefore the graph
of state classes may be used to verify marking reachability properties as well
as LT L properties.
A state class C of a TPN is a pair (M, D) such that M is a marking of the
net and D is a firing domain represented by a convex polyhedron of n variables,
n being the number of transitions enabled by M . A point x = (θ1 , θ2 , ..., θn ) ∈
D is composed of the values of variables θ1 , θ2 , ..., θn that refers to the firing
instants in C of transitions that are enabled by M . In practice, only variables
concerned by enabled transitions for marking M are kept in D in order to
decrease the complexity when computing polyhedra.
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A state class gather all states reachable by the same untimed firing sequence
s = t0 ; t1 ; . . . ; tn . Indeed, these states have the same marking. Nevertheless,
a state class only describe the states entering the class, i.e. those states that
d1 ,t1
d0 ,t0
dn ,tn
are reachable with a run ρ = q0 −−−→ q1 −−−→ . . . −−−→ q. The firing domain
corresponds therefore to the union of time intervals of the states that belong
to the class.
Actually, we intend to solve the problem of synthesis of suitable time intervals, in that problem the static o
7839boor the firing of transitiont
hat belong
to Tr will be narrowed. Therefore, we add to the state class of Berthomie
]TJ -324.12
C of
-12aTd
TPN
[(a)-5.89054(n)0
N = (P, T,• (.), (.)• , M0 , (α, β)) shrinkable on set Tr ⊆ {t ∈ T | β(t) =
6 ∞},
(that will be denoted (N , Tr
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•

P1

•

P1

P2

t2 [2, 3]

P2

P3
(a)

t1 [0, 4]

t2 [0, 10]
(b)

Fig. 1 Time Petri nets N1a and N1b

shrinkable state class of (N , Tr ) is the pair C = (M0 , D0 ) with

 ∀ti ∈ Tr , α(ti ) ≤ αi ≤ βi ≤ β(ti )
∀tj ∈ Tr ∩ enabled (M0 ) , αj ≤ θj ≤ βj

∀tj ∈ enabled (M0 ) \ Tr , α(tj ) ≤ θj ≤ β(tj )

Definition 11 (Successor of a Shrinkable State Class) Assume C =
(M, D) is a shrinkable state class and assume transition tf is firable from C.
The shrinkable state class C ′ = (M ′ , D′ ), the successor of C after firing tf
(denoted C ′ = succ(C, tf )) is computed with the following algorithm:
– M ′ = M −• tf + t•f
– D′ = next(D, tf ) is calculated from D using the following steps:
1. intersection with other firability constraints: ∀j, θf ≤ θj ,
2. substitution of variables ∀tj 6= tf : θj = θf + θj′ ,
3. elimination of variables θ that refers to disabled transitions after firing
tf (for example using Fourier-Motzkin method),
4. addition of inequalities that refer to newly enabled transitions
∀tk ∈↑ enabled (M, tf ) ∩ Tr , αk ≤ θk′ ≤ βk
∀tk ∈↑ enabled (M, tf ) \ Tr , α(tk ) ≤ θk′ ≤ β(tk )
Like in Berthomieu and Diaz (1991), the variable changes correspond to
a modification of the time origin, the new time origin being the firing instant
of tf .
One can note that in the Fourier-Motzkin method and henceforth in the
determination of successor next(D, tf ), there is no coefficient applied on clock
variables and therefore, as for parametrized DBM (Hune et al 2001), a domain
may be encoded with a particular DBM whose inequalities are of the form:
θi −θj ≤ linear expression with integer coefficients on variables α and β of Tr
Example 1 Consider the time Petri net N1a of figure 1.a with Tr = {t1 , t2 }.
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The initial shrinkable state class and its successor after firing t1 are the
following:
C0 = (M0 , D0 ) :
C1 = (M1 , D1 ) :
M0 = 
(P1 )
M1 = 
(P2 )
1 ≤ α1 ≤ β1 ≤ 4
t1


−−−−
−→

 1 ≤ α1 ≤ β1 ≤ 4
2 ≤ α2 ≤ β2 ≤ 3
D0 =
D1 = 2 ≤ α2 ≤ β2 ≤ 3
α


1 ≤ θ1 ≤ β 1 ,

β2 ≥ α1

α2 ≤ θ2 ≤ β2 ,

One can note that the firing of transition t1 implies that α1 ≤ β2 . This
prevents for example that time interval of transition t1 would be narrowed to
the point interval [4, 4] which would force the firing of t2 before firing of t1 .

State Class Graph:
The state class graph is generated by applying iteratively the calculation of a
state class successor until it produces only previously generated state classes.
Definition 12 (Equivalence of Shrinkable State Classes) Two shrinkable state classes C = (M, D) and C ′ = (M ′ , D′ ) are said to be equivalent if
M = M ′ and IH(D) = IH(D′ ). This is denoted C ≡ C ′ .
Deciding the equivalence of two state classes requires to compute the integer hull of polyhedra. This can be done, for instance, using the method
described in Cook et al (1992).
Definition 13 Assuming the TPN N = (P, T,• (.), (.)• , M0 , (α, β)) is shrinkable on set Tr ⊆ {t ∈ T | β(t) 6= ∞}, the shrinkable states graph of (N , Tr ) is
the transition system G((N , Tr )) = hC, →, C0 i such that:
– C0 = (M0 , D0 ) is the initial shrinkable state class of (N , Tr ),
t
– C → C ′ iff t ∈ firable (C) is C ′ = succ(C, t),
– C = {C|C0 →∗ C}, where →∗ is the transitive and reflexive closure of →.
The shrinkable state class graph G((N , Tr )) is therefore defined as the
quotient G((N , Tr ))/ ≡ of G.
In practice, verifying that some newly computed class is equal to a previously computed one is a very expensive test. To alleviate this complexity, one
can store classes in hash tables (for instance, the Parma Polyhedra Library of
Bagnara et al (2008) provides a hash for each polyhedron), or binary search
trees, or any efficient data structure. Inclusion of classes can also be considered
instead of equality, as described in Traonouez et al (2009).
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Termination of the Algorithm:
Theorem 2 The shrinkable state class graph is finite for bounded TPNs.
Proof Since the TPN is bounded, there is a finite number of state class markings. We now prove that there is a finite number of possible values for the
integer hull of the domains.
Suppose that no transition has infinite time upper bound and let K be
the greatest time upper bound in the net. Then all domains with n variables
of state classes are included in the hypercube of Rn≥0 of vertex 0 and edge
length K. By definition of the integer hull, we know that all integer hulls of
domains have vertices with integer coordinates. Each of this coordinate is thus
less or equal to K. Therefore, there is a finite number of such polyhedra. By
definition, the transitions in the set Tr have finite time upper bound.
Suppose that some transition t not in Tr has an infinite time upper bound.
In the state classes of Berthomieu and Diaz (1991), the only possible extremal
rays belong to the canonical base of Rn where n is the dimension of the domain
(Berthomieu et al 2007). Here since the added αi and βi variables are bounded,
adding them to the polyhedra do not change these extremal rays. We further
know that taking the integer hull preserves the extremal rays (Nemhauser and
Wolsey 1988). Since every polyhedron can be expressed as (Schrijver 1986)
the sum of its extremal rays (of which there can then only be a finite number)
and of a bounded polyhedron (for which the previous paragraph applies), the
number of integer hulls of domains is finite and so is the number of possible
shrinkable state classes.
⊓
⊔
Example 2 We illustrate the termination on the Time Petri net N1b depicted
in figure 1.b with Tr = {t1 }. Without taking the integer hull of D, firing t1
repeatedly n times would lead to inequality θ2 <= −n ∗ α1 + 10 and therefore
to n ∗ α1 <= 10 so that the algorithm would not terminate. The integer hull
of D introduces a conjunction with α1 <= ⌊10/n⌋ and therefore for n > 10
we obtain α1 = 0.
Note that if some transition t is not firable from some class C the computation of succ(C, t) gives an empty firing domain.
We now prove the following proposition which supports the choice of the
convergence criterion in the sense that if two classes are equivalent then their
successor by any transition will also be equivalent.
Proposition 1 Let C1 = (M, D1 ) and C2 = (M, D2 ) be two shrinkable state
classes with the same marking and IH(D1 ) = IH(D2 ), then for any transition t,
if (M ′ , D1′ ) = succ(C1 , t) and (M ′ , D2′ ) = succ(C2 , t), then IH(D1′ ) = IH(D2′ ).
Proof Let x ∈ D1 \IH(D1 ). If t is not firable from (M, {x}), then succ(M, {x}) =
∅ and, in particular, it contains no integer point.
Now suppose that t is firable from (M, {x}). Suppose also that the coordinates of x corresponding to the αi and βi variables are integers. And let D1x
be the subset of all points in D1 that have the same projection on the αi and
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βi variables as x. Then D1x is a state class of a TPN as in Berthomieu and
Diaz (1991) (with additional variables but which have constant value over the
polyhedron and can then be ignored) and therefore has integer vertices. These
vertices thus belong to IH(D1 ) and, by convexity of the integer hull, so does
x, which is a contradiction.
Consequently the coordinates of x corresponding to the αi and βi variables
are non integers and since the succ operator does not modify the values of these
variables, we get that succ(M, {x}) contains no integer point.
So the integer points in succ((M, D1 ), t) are exactly those in succ(M, IH(D1 ))
and the same reasoning applies for D2 . And since, IH(D2 ) = IH(D1 ), the integer points in succ((M, D1 ), t) are exactly those in succ((M, D2 ), t) and, finally,
the two integer hulls are equal.
⊓
⊔

5 Computing the Whole Shrinking Set of a Time Petri Net
In this section, we focus on a fragment of CT L in order to obtain an efficient
algorithm. The method presented here could be extended to address the whole
CT L logic by using the atomic state class graph of Berthomieu and Vernadat
(2003) that preserves CT L properties but whose building is computationally
expensive.
The fragment CT L1 of CT L formulas considered here corresponds to nonnested formulas where operator X does not appear, i.e. ∃ϕUψ (EU), ∀ϕUψ
(AU) for ϕ ∈ GM EC and ψ ∈ GM EC where GM EC is (as in def. 3) the set
of Generalized Mutual Exclusion Constraints. Classical abreviations ∃♦ϕ =
∃trueU ϕ, ∀♦ϕ = ∀trueU ϕ, ∃ϕ = ¬∀♦¬ϕ and ∀ϕ = ¬∃♦¬ϕ are included.
We now define the projection of a domain D on the set of the αi and βi
variables of Tr .
Definition 14 (Reachability Condition of a Class) Assume the TPN
N = (P, T,• (.), (.)• , M0 , (α, β)) is shrinkable on set Tr ⊆ {t ∈ T | β(t) 6=
∞}, Let C = (M, D) be a shrinkable state class of (N , Tr ). The reachability
condition (or domain) D|α,β of C is the projection of D on the set of variables
αi and βi (∀ti ∈ Tr ), i.e. removing variables θ in D.
In order to determine the set of shrinkings of a TPN on a set of transitions
Tr that would allow a property φ to be verified, we propose to compute recursively, on each shrinkable state class C = (M, D), a logical predicate Fφ (C).
Fφ (C) corresponding to the verification of property φ on the current class C
and on its successors. In the sequel, we make a slight abuse of notation using
Fφ (C) to refer to the set of valuations that satisfy Fφ (C).
For a state class C = (M, D), we immediately have the following properties:
FP (C) = P(M ), with P ∈ P R, Fϕ1 ∧ϕ2 (C) = Fϕ1 (C) ∧ Fϕ2 (C) and F¬ϕ (C) =
¬Fϕ (C).
For ∃ϕUψ and ∀ϕUψ formulas, the value of F (C) depends on its successors. We use the following two fixpoints on the shrinkable state class graph to
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A

G

•

B

D

C

t5 [4, 6]

t2 [8, 10]

t4 [1, 2]

t1 [2, 30]

•

t3 [0, 1000]

E

F

Fig. 2 The Time Petri net N2

compute its value. Note that M |= ϕ denotes a polyhedron which is either the
universe if indeed M |= ϕ and empty otherwise.
Finally, in these algorithms (EU and AU), for any finite number of polyheS
e S
dra D1 , . . . , Dm , IH(
i∈[1..m] IH(Dm ). There are many ways
i∈[1..m] Dm ) =
e
to express the operand of the IH operator as a finite union of polyhedra. What
e
is important here is that the integer points of the resulting application of IH
do not depend on this choice. In practice, the implementation will use whatever union is produced by the symbolic operators for union, complement, etc.
The size of this union, in terms of the number of polyhedra involved, may
unfortunately grow to large values, in particular due to the computation of
the complement. We can however reduce that size by merging polyhedra when
their union coincides with their convex hull. The Parma Polyhedra Library
(Bagnara et al 2008), for instance, implements this operation.

5.1 EU Algorithm:
To be used on formulas of the form φ = ∃ϕUψ, with ϕ ∈ P R and ψ ∈ P R.
Assume C = (M, D) ∈ Gφ (N ), we compute:
0
F∃ϕU
ψ (C) =∅
n+1
F∃ϕU
ψ (C) =(IH(D)|α,β ∩ M |= ψ) ∪


e D|α,β ∩
∩ IH

[



t∈firable(C)
C ′ =succ(C,t)

M |= ϕ ∩ M 6|= ψ

n
′
F∃ϕU
ψ (C )

Example 3 Considering the Time Petri net N2 depicted in figure 2 with Tr =
{t1 , t3 } and the formula ∀ϕ = ¬∃♦¬ϕ = ¬∃trueU ¬ϕ with ϕ = (M (G) = 0)
which express that place G is never marked, the result is: {α3 ≤ β3 ≤ α1 −
6} ∧ {α1 ≥ 16} ∧ {α1 ≤ β1 ≤ 30}.
Constraint β3 ≤ α1 − 6 guarantees that t3 will fire at least 6 time units
before t1 . Constraint α1 ≥ 16 imposes that t1 will fire after instant 16 and
therefore that t3 will fire before instant 10. t5 must then fire no later than
16 = 10 + 6, t4 would not fire before instant 17 = 16 + 1 which is prohibited
by firing t5 that disable t4 and prevents that place G would be marked.
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5.2 AU Algorithm
To be used on formulas of the form φ = ∀ϕUψ. In this algorithm D is the
complement of D.
Assume C = (M, D) ∈ Gφ (N ), we compute :
0
F∀ϕU
ψ (C) =∅
n+1
F∀ϕU
ψ (C) = IH(D)|α,β ∩ M |= ψ


e D|α,β ∩
∩ IH



∪



M |= ϕ ∩ M 6|= ψ

\

t∈firable(C)
C ′ =(M ′ ,D ′ )=succ(C,t)

n
′
′
F∀ϕU
ψ (C ) ∪ D|α,β




The second disjunction needs the results of the calculus on the successors.
′
Either the formula is verified on the successor, or condition ¬D|α,β
disables
the successor reachability.
Example 4 Consider again Petri net N2 of figure 2 with Tr = {t1 , t3 }, but with
the following formula ∀♦ϕ = ∀trueU ϕ with ϕ = (M (G) > 0).
The result is: ({β1 ≤ α3 + 1} ∨ {β1 ≤ 9}) ∧ {2 ≤ α1 ≤ β1 ≤ 30}
The condition ensures that the firing of t1 occurs no later than 1 time unit
after enabling t5 (obtained after firing t2 and t3 ). After this instant, t4 must
fire before 2 time units, and it remains at least 3 time units to wait before
firing t5 would be allowed, hence t4 fires and place G is marked.
5.3 Correctness, completeness and termination
We now prove that the EU and AU algorithm effectively compute exactly the
whole set of shrinkings for their respective properties and terminate.
Theorem 3 (Computation of the Shrinkings Set) Let N be a TPN and
Tr be a subset of its transitions with finite latest firing times. Let φ be a formula
of CT L1 . The corresponding set of shrinkings is χ(N , Tr , φ) = {c ∈ (N ×
N)Tr |c ∈ Fφ (C0 )}
Proof In the context of parametric model checking, it has been proved in
Traonouez et al (2009) that whenever the construction of the parametric state
class graph terminates, which is not guaranteed, then the result of algorithm
EU (resp. AU) is the set of the possible values of the parameters such that the
corresponding EU (resp. AU) property is verified (Theorems 21 and 22 of that
paper). Adapted to our problem, it means that whenever the construction of
the shrinkable state class graph without integer hulls in the equality of classes
terminates, then the result of algorithm EU (resp. AU) without integer hulls
is the set of the possible (non necessarily integer) values of the variables αi
and βi such that the corresponding EU (resp. AU) property is verified.
What we therefore need to prove is that, in addition to ensuring the finiteness of the state class graph, the integer hull preserves all the correct integer
values for the αi and βi variables.
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First, if we set integer values for the αi and βi variables in D, the projection
of the obtained polyhedron on the θ variables is a classical state class as defined
in Berthomieu and Diaz (1991). Since the bounds of the time intervals are
integers, then the vertices of this projection are also integer points. And since
all the time intervals in the net are closed this state class contains its vertices,
and therefore at least one integer point. Consequently for any integer values of
the αi and βi variables, there is at least a corresponding point in IH(D). And
therefore, the integer points in D|α,β are included in IH(D)α,β . The converse
inclusion is trivial and we then get that the integer points in D|α,β and those
in IH(D)α,β are exactly the same.
e operator preserves the set of integer
Second, for the same reason, the IH
points (and their projections on αi and βi variables) contained in its operand.
Finally, since algorithm EU only uses the domains of classes through their
integer hulls, and thanks to Prop. 1 which says that if two classes are equivalent
then their successors by the same actions will always be equivalent, we have ∀n,
n
n
n
if C1 ≡ C2 then F∃ϕU
ψ (C1 ) = F∃ϕU ψ (C2 ). So computing F∃ϕU ψ on the whole
(generally infinite) shrinkable state class graph can be done by computing it on
its quotient by ≡. The same reasoning of course applies for algorithm AU. ⊓
⊔
Theorem 4 Algorithms EU and AU terminate for bounded TPNs.
Proof By Thm. 2, if the TPN is bounded then its shrinkable state class graph
is finite.
By a simple induction on n, we can prove that for all n and for all classes
n
C, F∃ϕU
ψ (C) can be written as a finite union of polyhedra with integer vertices
n+1
n
and that F∃ϕU
ψ (C) ⊆ F∃ϕU ψ (C) ⊆ D|α,β .
Since there are only a finite number of polyhedra with integer vertices
included in D|α,β , and a finite number of classes in the shrinkable state class
graph, algorithm EU terminates.
The same reasoning applies to algorithm AU.
⊓
⊔

5.4 The unbounded net case
If a net is not bounded, one can guarantee that the synthesis terminates in
some cases. Assume we seek for a shrinking on net N that guarantees a property φ. A first possibility consists in researching
either a shrinking on the net
V
that guarantee ψ = φk ∧ φ, with φk = ∀ p∈P M (p) ≤ k: φk is therefore the
k-boundedness of the net. Hence we have Fψ (C0 ) = Fφk (C0W
) ∧ Fφ (C0 ). The
synthesis for φk terminates. Indeed, φk is also writen as ¬(∃♦ p∈P M (p) > k)
and by algorithm EU, exploration stops as soon as a place is marked with more
than k tokens. Constraints generated by φk guarantee henceforth that the net
is k-bounded and by theorem 4, the synthesis on the whole set of shrinkings that guarantee φ taking into account these constraints terminates. We
also obtain for a formula φ the set of bounded shrinkings J(N , Tr )Kc verifying
J(N , Tr )Kc |= φ.
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Another possibility, slightly more refined, consists in guaranteeing
that
V
for formulas of the type ∃ϕUψ or ∀ϕUψ, we have ϕ ⇒ p∈P M (p) ≤ k.
Algorithms EU and AU generate constraints that guarantee for each computed
class, either ϕ is verified, and therefore that along the actual path the net is kbounded, either ψ is verified and then in this case exploration stops. Indeed the
algorithm terminates, with additional constraints that are necessary conditions
for the global net to be k-bounded. In that way we obtain that for a formula φ
the whole set of shrinkings J(N , Tr )Kc not necessarily bounded, but verifying
J(N , Tr )Kc |= φ.
6 Implementation and Case study
We have implemented the algorithms in our tool Romeo1 (Lime et al 2009),
a software tool for time Petri nets analysis. Romeo provides a graphical user
interface for editing and simulating time Petri nets, and a computation module
that performs state-space computation and TCTL model-checking. The Parma
Polyhedra Library (Bagnara et al 2008) is used to represent the firing domains
of the Shrinkable State Classes.

6.1 Comparison with naive enumerating approach
For this comparison, we adapt the version of the train-gate controller with
multiple tracks described in Berthomieu and Vernadat (2003) with 3 trains.
We are looking for a shrinking of the following transitions: the transition IN ,
associated with the approach time of a train, with interval [0, max] where max
is an input of our experiments; the transition L that gives the lowering time
of the gate, also with interval [0, max]. The property we want to ensure is:
when a train is in front of the gate, the gate is always closed. This property is
satisfied iff for all trains we have βL < αIN .
Table 1 provides some insight on the performance of our algorithm and
a comparison to the naive enumerative algorithm (which checks the property
for all possible values of the bounds of the intervals) described in the proof
of theorem 1. For both our approach and the naive enumeration, in order to
make the analysis more tractable, we use an additional constraint to make
sure the three copies of the transition IN (one for each train) share the same
bounds. For this comparison, we take max ∈ {10, 30, 100, 500, ∞}.
The experiments show that our algorithm is less sensitive to the value of
max than the naive enumerative one. The latter is more efficient when max
(and then, the number of cases to enumerate) is low whereas our method is
useful when max (and then the possible bounds of the intervals) is higher.
Finally, note that when the intervals are opened on infinity, the termination of
our algorithm is no longer guaranteed but, for this example, it terminates and
1

available at http://romeo.rts-software.org/
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Our Algo.
Naive Algo.

max = 10
31.23 s
4.45 s
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max = 30
1 m 59 s
44.93 s

max = 100
2 m 35 s
8 m 23 s

max = 500
6 m 51 s
3 h 41 m

max = ∞
1.75 s
NA

Table 1 Comparison of the execution times for our algorithm and a naive enumeration.

the execution ends much faster because the removal of constraints improves
the convergence achieved by inclusion of polyhedra. In this case, the naive
enumeration is not even possible.

6.2 Case Study
We have applied our method to a single arm cluster-tool model described in
Wu et al (2008). Cluster-tools are used to cyclically produce a set of silicon
wafers contained in a cassette. Cluster-tools are composed of several Processing
Modules (PM), a robot, and gripping and aligning docks where the robot loads
(or unloads) wafers from (or to) the cassette. The problem that engineers have
to face concerns the control of sojourn time of wafers in the PMs. On each
PM, the sojourn time has to belong to a strict time interval, the quality of
the silicon wafer directly depends on the respect of these constraints. The
modeling of these constraints violation is provided through additional places
BAD and BAD2 that one appends to the initial TPN . Transition T14 leading
to place BAD2 should fire only if transition T7 does not fire on time, i.e. if the
robot does not unload the wafer from the PM on time.
Wu et al propose a method to elaborate a schedule that takes into account
the critical tasks duration of a cluster-tool (Wu et al 2008). The model in figure
3 is adapted from the configurations they present as examples, it corresponds
to a schedule of a two steps production involving three PMs and dispatched as
(2, 1). Configuration (i, j) of a cluster-tool means that i PMs are devoted to the
first step of the production process and j PMs are devoted to the second step.
We replace here the delays of three transitions (T7 , T9 , T15 ) by some intervals
that have to be determined in order to verify that process durations in PMs are
respected. In our model, transition T7 represents the operation of unloading
a wafer from the third PM, transition T9 models the gripping and aligning
operation from the dock, and T15 refers to the process nominal duration of
the second step, see Wu et al (2008). Then the set of shrinkable transition is
Tr = {T7 , T9 , T15 } (green transitions of figure 3) and our experiment was done
with the following initial constraints on timed intervals: α7 ≥ 5, β7 ≤ 200,
β9 ≤ 100, β15 ≤ 100. The problem is therefore, on the TPN of figure 3, to find
suitable shrinked intervals on Tr , that satisfy the following property:
∀((M (BAD) = 0) and (M (BAD2) = 0)
meaning that places BAD and BAD2 are never marked. As a result, the property is satisfied if and only if the intervals of transitions T7 , T9 and T15 are
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BAD

T5
[ 10; 10 ]
T1
[ 2; 2 ]

P8
T 14
[ 30; 30 ]

P7

P 14

P 21

T 10
[ 2; 2 ]
P 19

T 13
[ 159; 159 ]

T 15
[ 0; 100 ]

1

P2

P 16

P 20
1

T6
[ 10; 10 ]

P9

1

P 18

P1

T 12
[ 2; 2 ] P 10

P 23
T4
[ 10; 10 ]

T 11
[ 2; 2 ]

1

T 16
[ 15; 15 ]

T7
[ 5; 200 ]
P 11

P 13

P6
1

T3
[ 2; 2 ]

P4

T2
[ 2; 2 ]

P3
1

P5

T9
[ 0; 100 ]

P 22

BAD2

T8
P 12
[ 10; 10 ]

Fig. 3 A TPN model of a cluster tool with a (2,1) configuration

chosen with respect to the following domain:
{−β9 + α15 ≥ 16 AND β7 ≤ 14}
OR {−β9 + α15 ≥ 15 AND β7 ≤ 13}
OR {β7 ≤ 13 AND β7 + β9 − α15 ≤ −2}
One can remark that the maximal duration of loading and unloading (given
by β9 and β7 ) operations are directly linked to the lower bound of the nominal process duration (α15 ) in the second step of the production process. The
bounds computed with our method define a domain that includes the values
given in Wu et al (2008), providing a wider set of values to tune the cluster
tool.
7 Conclusion
In this article, we have formalized the problems of existence and synthesis of
time interval shrinkings in TPNs, in order to verify CTL properties. We have
proved that both problems are decidable and we have proposed, for a fragment
of CTL, an algorithm for the synthesis of the shrinkings. We have proved that
this algorithm, that may be viewed as a “decidable” specialization of a parametric model-checking semi-algorithm, terminates in the case of bounded nets.
Furthermore, in the case of unbounded nets, for CTL formulas that“include”
boundedness. The method has been implemented in the tool for time Petri
nets Romeo and we have showed its usefulness on a small case-study from the
literature.
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Our approach offers an alternative to previous works, based on dioid algebra. It is set in a more general framework, considering TPNs without structure
restrictions and CTL properties.
Perspectives consist in the extension of the algorithm to consider efficiently
more expressive formula classes: including imbrication in formula and timed
formula.
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